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Once all the information is collaborated a personal care package can be put into practice. Evidence - Based Nursing, An
introduction (, p.1) â€œ At is core.

By taking the time to thoroughly critique a study you can point out both the strengths and weaknesses of the
findings and weigh them accordingly. Importance of nursing theory The nursing profession bases itself on the
numerous theories that guide the practice of nursing While sourcing sufficient evidence to base practice on is
an ongoing challenge, so too is identifying established evidence and translating it into practice Titler  Time,
workload pressures, and competing priorities can impede research and development. The idea is to ensure
there exists a healthy society that helps in improvement of the economies of the country. Neelam Makhija. It is
important to evaluate every section of the research article. Rather the emphasis is on identifying the best
available research evidence and integrating it with clinical expertise, patient input and existing resources.
Integrating safety into the nursing practice, education and research is paramount to the effectiveness of the
profession in so many ways as will be discussed in this paper I will outline the terms of professional nursing
practice and what makes nursing a profession. It provides possibilities to more individualized nursing care. It
is important to address questions related to diagnosis ,therpy ,harm, and prognosis. To improve and maintain
quality, safety, and efficiency, clinical teams must blend analysis, change, and measurement into their efforts
to redesign care within these clinical Microsystems. When forming a clinical question the following should be
considered:the disorder or disease of the patient, the intervention or finding being reviewed, possibly a
comparison intervention and the outcome. Nurses should consider whether the topic would apply to many or
few clinical areas. Lack of knowledge of research methods Lack of support from the professional colleges and
organizations , and lack of confidence nd authority in the research area Practice environment can be resistant
to changing tried and true conventional methods of practice. These models offer frameworks for understanding
the evidence based practice process and for implementing an evidence based practice project in a practice
setting. Using certain approaches to subject recruitment, performing faulty data collection, and not controlling
for other confounding variables also can bias research findings. It provides scientific approach that helps
nurses to deliver quality care to a particular population. The priority of the question should be considered as
well as the sevearity of the problem. And was assigned to five patients, including a patient for whom an
obstetrical consultation was needed. This will increase the staff willingness to implement into nursing practice.
Example:Increased incidence of deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary emboli in trauma and neurosurgical
patients. Methods This paper is informed by the scientific literature around knowledge translation,
implementation science and clinician behaviour change, and presented from the nurse clinician perspective.
The current version of the Iowa Model acknowledges that a formal EBP project begins with a trigger- an
impetus to explore possible changes to practice. The EBP team should have explanations that clearly define
the types of patients, setting, outcomes, interventions and exposures. Ideas come from different sources but are
categorized in two areas: Problem-focused triggers and Knowledge focused triggers. Once you have found
some potentially useful evidence it must be critically appraised to determine its validity and find out whether it
will indeed answer your question. As a nursing student doing my clinical practicum, I have noticed that the
patient-nurse ratio is one of the main reasons why nursing care today is not as perfect as it is expected to be. If
the study findings are implemented to practice only , the study is effective. Like most of the other health
disciplines, nursing is also shifting from the traditional intuition-based practice to EBP Eizenberg,  When
reviewing any article for evidence retrieval read it very closely. Cost benefit ratio:- It is an important aspect of
EBP project innovation. This is an example of an important re tht more research can be conducted to add into
evidence â€”based practice. Formulating a clear question based on a clinical problem:[ ASK the question ]
The first step is to formulate a clear question based on clinical problems. Through that, we can see how the
government has invested in nursing, therefore, showing the improvement that has come from that process.
This type of utilization has been referred to as instrumental utilization. Evidence based nursing in an attempt
to facilitate the management of the growing literature and technology accessible to healthcare providers that
can potentially improve patient care and their outcomes. This way, it improves the health care system since it
facilitates consistent decision making based on the best evidence available Eizenberg,  Saskatchewan keeps
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experiencing an increased immigration from outside Canada Nursing homes provide what is called custodial
care, including getting in and out of bed, and providing assistance with feeding, bathing, dressing and
medication needs. In the structural functional model, people took various tasks and role in society or in
different institutions


